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The true cost 
of insourcing
Costs such as IT, real estate, and travel, 
as well as less tangible costs such as 
opportunity costs, task-switching, and 
employee turnover, are rarely accounted 
for, even though they have a huge 
impact on the bottom line.
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Common errors 
in calculating 
the costs of 
insourcing
According to Joseph Hadzima, 
Senior Lecturer at MIT Sloan School 
of Management, a fully functioning, 
managed employee costs about 2.7 
times their salary in immediate costs.
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The significant 
cost of task 
switching
According to the American 
Psychological Association, “even 
brief mental blocks created by 
shifting between tasks can cost as 
much as 40 percent of someone's 
productive time.”
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High costs 
associated with 
employee turnover
According to the Harvard Business 
Review, “The fully loaded cost of replacing 
a worker who leaves is typically 1.5 to 2.5 
times the worker’s annual salary.”
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Costly mistakes 
in time allocation
Alex Pang, a professor at Stanford, 
concludes that knowledge workers 
are most productive with about four 
hours of complex work per day.
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Total 
insourcing 
costs = 
$1,145,000
One CFO found that the cost of 
insourcing contracting was 8.6 
times higher than his team's 
initial estimate.

per 
year
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Three modern solutions

Document abstracting
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• Our end-to-end solution takes over your high-volume contract workstreams; you 
and your team stay focused on higher-value work

• Get fast, high-quality results and lower legal costs

Routine document processing

• Get tech-enabled abstract summaries that unlock the data in your most 
important documents

• Quickly reference document key terms and underlying provisions, analyze large 
document sets with ease, and lower legal costs

Insight for fund obligation management
• A first-of-its-kind software solution that allows GPs to proactively organize and 

manage obligations in fund formation documents

• Speed up business operations, deal processes, and strengthen investor trust 
with all of your obligations in a single, unified dashboard
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Trusted by the best



Questions?

incloudcounsel.com
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Next steps

1. 2. 3.
Recording We’ll Follow UpAdditional 

Materials



Thank You!
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